OUR TOKEN IS REVOLUTIONIZING CRYPTO/CASH
WITHDRAWALS, TRANSFERS AND EXCHANGES

After reading our whitepaper you will have a totally different view on Crypto/Cash
withdrawals and International Cash Transfers!

V2

WE CONNECT TRADITIONAL FINANCE
WITH CRYPTOCURRENCY AND PEOPLE WITH CRYPTO TO PEOPLE
WITHOUT CRYPTO.

WE AI Algorithm
WE ATM V2
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WE AI
Algorithm

The price of a coin is the everchanging example of time series data. One of
the biggest difficulties with analyzing and predicting large time series data,
is for the system to be able to “understand” data interdependencies.
New types of artificial intelligence algorithms are able to weigh the inputs
with respect to how important they are, regardless of the sequence order.
But with large datasets this proves to be difficult, as the price from 2019,
for example, can have the same influence on tomorrow’s price prediction,
as a price from the year 2011.
WE AI model utilizes a transformer architecture that solves the “memory”
or “attention” problem of sequence transformation of neural machine
translation, i.e., any task that converts an input sequence to an output
sequence. This includes speech recognition, text-to-speech, naturallanguage processing, and of course, financial time series predictions.
Traditional computational AI has, also, its disadvantages in the fact that
sequential computation prohibits parallelization, confining the system to
prosses data linearly. Our model utilizes a self-attention mechanism with
multi-head attention layers as well as a positional encoding layer that
allows the system to process financial data as input and then issues an
embedding in the form of positional encoding vectors, in order to provide
the model with a notion of time-order and its interdependencies.

Time to vector transformation

This gives the AI an ability to take every input in a time sequence into consideration
and precisely understand the interdependencies of the input samples, i.e., financial
data, and present accurate predictions. One of the major advantages of this
architecture, compared to other neural network architectures, is that it has an
infinite attention window and can pay attention to multiple inputs at once. Whereas
regular networks will quickly forget inputs that happened several time-steps ago, the
transformer network can take every part of the sequence into consideration.
The model is being fed preprocessed data frame as input consisting of technical,
fundamental, and sentiment analysis. Technical analyses consist of historical prices
and trading interest. This identifies trends and patterns in the historical price data, as
well as reveal technical indicators to generate trading signals. Fundamental analyses
look at the coin itself, and its fundamental value. And sentiment analyses consist of
analyzing the bullish or bearish sentiment of the market. This is done by scraping and
analyzing segments of the internet, i.e., financial websites, and investment forums.
The gathered data is then processed and analyzed by a secondary AI to extract and
quantify the marked sentiment for any given data point. Sentiment analysis looks at
the interdependencies of the financial marked. Meaning that the model will
extrapolate interdependencies between seemingly unconnected events. For
example, what is the effect of a public figure tweet, a bank margin call, and a price
drop in a given stock?
The idea is, by combining the model’s attention mechanisms together with
parallelization technology and sentiment analyses, the system will be able to extract
the interdependencies of fundamental, technical and sentiment data. Thus, giving
the model the ability to look at the whole picture and be able to accurately predict
price trends and volatility.

WE AI Algorithm // Test Results
BTC moving average 10 days, 2014-2020

WE ATMs V2

Through our experiences in the ATM business, we understand the
problems that many users may face. New technology can be worrying.
Even with simple tasks like buying or selling, costumers are easily worried
they might lose money by doing something wrong. When regular bank
ATMs were first deployed years ago, there were clerks hired for almost
every ATM, guiding people in order to cultivate a feeling of security with a
new technology.
When it comes to UX / UI, it all comes down to human behavior and their
ability in applying and understanding the interface. Analyzing user’s
behavior provides insight into creating an intelligent and dynamic UI that
will help the user to achieve its goal.

Dynamic UX Design is an iterative process that requires constant feedback
from users to improve the experience. AI algorithms will process large
amounts of user data and create models to continually learn and predict
future use to provide and improve user experience.
The AI-UI will help to analyze and evaluate UX metrics such as bounce rate,
session time, menu traversing, etc. These metrics will help to understand
user behavior in order to guide them on the correct path.
The new generation of WE ATMs will be equipped with the abovementioned AI architecture, in order to find the best time to buy/sell and
execute the order. Equipped with the latest software and hardware, Wanda
ATMs will revolutionize the crypto-fiat business. The ATMS are outfitted
with the latest Android software, allowing for external providers through
API integrations.

WE ATMs V2

This means that WE ATMs will offer the costumer the ability to to pay cell
phone bills, book a hotel or flight, and order and pay for a taxi service. On
top of all that Wanda, also, offers cash withdrawals on WE ATMs at 0%. The
possibilities are endless. Clients will be able to pay in crypto
(BTC/ETH/USDT with fees and in WE without fees) and vendors receive
local FIAT money.
To cover costs for space rentals and cash refills, the ATMs can play ads,
while they are idle. Other currencies as above mentioned, can join the
Wanda Ecosystem for a listing fee. There will be several plans available (the
higher the plan, the lower the fees on our ATMs and POS systems).
In order to easily authenticate the costumer, the ATMs have integrated
passport, fingerprint and face scanner for an easy KYC, directly on the
ATMs. Depending on local laws, there might be also options without KYC
available. Once KYC´d over a WE ATM, customers can use and activate their
profile on WE ATMs worldwide with fingerprint only.
The fees for BTC/ETH and USDT will be around 5%. Other currencies will be
between 1 - 8%, depending on their plan. Payments or withdraws with WE,
as previously mentioned, will be 0%.

Wanda.Exchange is currently setting up new partnerships with CEX´s
worldwide to deploy the ATMs and POS systems within many countries,
faster as mentioned in our roadmap. WE plan to start in several countries
with our ATMs in Q2/22. The POS systems can connect immediately after
partnerships are signed. They are flawless working in Thailand since over 10
months. .

Our whitepaper is aimed at exploring the dynamics of the
cryptocurrency world from the lens of our Wanda Token and our POS
system.

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
Name:
Acronym:
Max. Supply:
Circ. Supply:
Decimals:
Blockchain:
DEX:

Wanda Exchange Token WE
888,888,888 WE
240,000,000 WE
8
Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)
Pancakeswap.finance

Our company aims at revolutionizing how people transfer
payments in this globalized
economy.
Wanda is the
leading company in Thailand in terms of offering customers
the ability to make payments with crypto, it is a win-win condition
for the merchants. The merchants are getting paid in their local
currency and at the same time getting exposure to global business
opportunities.

In our Crypto/Cash Portal you will be able to choose your nearest
currency exchange or hotel (with exchange license), where you can
send your crypto and pick up the cash within minutes. All designed in
a way to enhance your level of comfort.

Our whitepaper is aimed at ensuring that our clients and
potential investors get a clear insight of our token, POS system,
future roadmap, major features of services and our USPs.

Wanda Group has evolved over time to emerge as one of the leading
flag bearers of crypto-based business services and transactions in
almost every sector of the economy, including every product and every
service.

WE
TOWER
& WE CONNECT

WE DO NOT SELL ANY COINS!
WE ONLY ACCEPT – CONVERT – PAY OUT IN
LOCAL CURRENCY!
Our company has already excelled in the real estate sector, while
dealing with the issues of connecting Bitcoin/Crypto with the
Mainstream Corporate World in Thailand. Our company further aims
at creating awareness about the financial freedom people can
achieve if they bring digital and cryptocurrency based transactions
to their business.

Our company has succeeded in connecting traditional fiat money
gateways with crypto. To develop a unique service with the people
desiring non-crypto payment options.
Our company has been consistently active in developing our Wanda
Token, which will be introduced to the market in Q3 of 2021. With our
integrated POS, clients will enjoy discounts while using their WE for
payments or fiat cash withdraws.

Lack of crypto “know-how”
among most people (estimated
98%)

No direct connection to fiat
gateways within current POS
systems

Increased and high
trading fees for
cryptocurrencies

Most
customers
don’t have legal
support

From the very first moment crypto came into existence, the hottest of
the discussions revolved around, “How to connect people using crypto
to those who don’t?” If you send crypto to a friend, they have to have a
wallet or a trading account at an exchange. If you pay for something
with crypto, the merchant has to believe in crypto as the coins are
stored on most POS directly in a wallet. Crypto.com estimates in a
current report that approximately 2% of the world’s population is now
using cryptocurrencies around the world (106 million people).
The issues of security and the time consuming process of transactions (
especially the lack of “know-how”) have been a major reason of
concern for customers. With cryptocurrencies on the rise people want
to deal in crypto. They are willing to send it to their business
associates and friends as a form of payment across the globe.
However with the constraints of crypto it is not possible to convert
crypto directly into any other local currency.

People without know-how
about crypto
can start
accepting it!

Legal
services
for
estate or investments

Unique POS solution with
direct fiat gateways
for
merchants.

real

Offering safer means of transaction for
businesses and small companies in
Thailand and rapidly expanding our
services globally

Online crypto/cash exchange services to send WE or other crypto to
the nearest currency exchange, ATM or hotel (with exchange
license) and pick-up cash instantly

Wanda Group has come up with a solution to all of this with our POS
system, connected to a regulated cryptocurrency exchange in
Thailand.

WANDA
GROUP’S
UNIQUE
MODERN POS
SOLUTIONS

WITH US THERE IS NO NEED TO
UNDERSTAND OR ACCEPT CRYPTO
ITSELF
With our payment channels, merchants do not need to understand
or accept crypto itself. They can be paid in local currency by bank
transfer easily. Like a credit card terminal, except way faster for
receiving fiat without fees for merchants.

Currently our solution is mainly used in the real estate and investment
sector, due to high blockchain fees. Wanda Token aims at resolving this
problem. Making it possible for small volume payments in the retail and
hospitality sectors. Our POS device can be connected to every
partnering crypto exchange worldwide and is currently in the patentprocess.

LOW
TRANSACTION
FEES
ZERO
BLOCKCHAIN
FEES

CONVERT CRYPTO
TO LOCAL CURRENCY
INSTANT
PAYMENTS

ABSOLUTELY
SAFE & LEGAL

YOUR FIXED PRICE IS
ASSURED TO YOU
IRRESPECTIVE OF MARKET
CONDITIONS

After two years of rigorous developments and refining, we are ready
to launch the first POS/Cash System in the world. With our system we
provide an easy solution for high volume investments in the local real
estate market. You can now use your crypto for investments or for your
daily life!

GET A DISCOUNT FOR EVERY
PAYMENT MADE OVER OUR WANDA POS
WITH OUR WE TOKEN
We offer a POS solution which facilitates the transactions of Bitcoin
and other cryptocurrencies for local merchants with high volume
business purposes. Customers enjoy legal assistance of our lawyers
during the sales and investment process. All of which makes Wanda
Group the most trusted crypto payment service provider in Thailand.

BANK TO BANK
TRANSFER

TRANSFER VIA OUR
CRYPTOPOSDEVICETOBANK
BTC | ETH | USDT
TO LOCAL CURRENCY *

WE TOKEN
TO LOCAL CURRENCY**

2-5 days

20 min.

10-30 sec.

HIGH TRANSACTION FEES

LOW TRANSACTION FEES

ORDINARY FIAT
TRANSACTIONS

ALMOST

0% TRANSACTION
FEES

+ DISCOUNTS

* We always offer SIMILAR OR BETTER RATES THAN BINANCE
** With the launch of Wanda Token, smaller businesses will be able to accept crypto with
LOW TRANSACTION FEES, making crypto accessible for all. Our upcoming AI powered
smart blockchain systems provide special benefits to both seller and buyer. For the seller:
our smart AI will be capable of instantly detecting the best exchanges, with minimum
transaction fees saving them money. For buyers: it will enable them to make smart
decisions on when to sell cryptos, making them maximum profit.

CRYPTO
We have high demand for our devices, and with a plan of at least 1,000
units in place by the end of this year.
WITH OVER 10,000 DEVICES BY
THE FALL OF 2022.

ON EVERY DEVICE
YOU ENJOY A DISCOUNT
IF YOU PAY
WITH WE INSTEAD OF OTHER OFFERED
CURRENCIES.
With our internal wallet solution, payments can be done instantly
without any blockchain fees. This will change the market allowing
small-volume companies to legally accept Bitcoin, Ethereum and
other high transaction-fee coins.
The most prominent feature being, merchants will be paid in their
local currency within minutes directly to their bank account.

FIAT

WANDA
EXCHANGE
TOKEN
ACRONYM: WE

Every payment or cash transfer with WE gives you a discount as
compared to other cryptocurrencies. All thanks to our state of the art
AI Technology.

WE TOKEN
IS UNIQUE AS IT
CONNECTS PEOPLE
WITH CRYPTO TO PEOPLE
WITHOUT CRYPTO
With our expansion plans to offer services in many more countries in the
near future, everyone will be able to send WE over our platform. The
friend, relative or business partner receiving it can easily pick up cash in a
nearby currency exchange.

WHY WE IS THE FUTURE

As a high utility token our aim is at revolutionizing the system for large
scale payments. Making them faster, cheaper and more feasible.
With the launch of our AI driven blockchain solution, WE Token is
emerging as the market leader for both small and large- scale
transactions, due to almost negligible blockchain fees. Which will
make it one of the cheapest transaction options available.
The Real-Life use case of our token can be demonstrated from the fact
that we have more than 100,000+ properties for sale through bitcoin
today. This is expected to increase significantly and all of these
transactions will be taking place in cryptos. Both parties, the buyer
and the seller, will benefit from the use our token. Which makes us one
of the highly relevant tokens of the future.

ONLINE
CURRENCY
EXCHANGES

Our target is to offer our online exchange services globally. Allowing
you to send your WE and any other coins through our website
platform. To anyone, anywhere in the world, with
minimum
transaction fees. This will bring the concept of decentralization to
real-world applications, where you don’t need different currencies.
Just hold our WE Token and you can withdraw it in fiat anywhere in
this world!

WITHDRAW YOUR WE TO LOCAL CASH
GLOBALLY!
When travelling you may have faced instances where you have had
troubles accessing banking services and fiat exchange issues. With the
launch of WE Token all of this comes to an end. Using one
decentralized coin which can be withdrawn in the form of local fiat
cash anywhere in the world!
When you are travelling you can exchange crypto for local currency at
the nearest exchange or any participating hotel when you arrive.

On our platform you are able to send your crypto and pick up cash at
the nearest opportunity. It has never been easier to exchange your
Crypto into cash as now with our system!

All thanks to our highly professional expert developers we are
committed towards simplifying your monetary transactions.

1.

Go to our platform

2.

Choose the nearest currency exchange or
withdraw place / ATM or Hotel

3.

4.
5.

Enter the amount you want to pick up in
cash
Scan the QR Code and send the Crypto
Go to the selected currency exchange or
have it transfered directly to your bank
account

OFFLINE
CURRENCY
EXCHANGES

We are currently working with several currency exchanges installing our
Best-in-class POS system. People are now able to withdraw their WE
and other crypto for cash at most currency exchanges in Thailand.

EASILY EXCHANGE YOUR WE TO CASH –
ANYWHERE!
With our rapidly growing business model we aim to expand our services
to most countries worldwide. In the upcoming years this will become a
strong support line for the sky-rocketing growth of our token.

REAL
ESTATE
INVESTMENT

If you plan to invest high volumes into the Thai market, we are always
there to legally advise you about the necessary steps. We have a highly
trained, expert law team which can help you make the best decisions
by making the best recommendations and arrangements for you.

OPEN DOORS TO NEW
POSSIBILITIES!
Legal services and discounts are applicable when using
WE
TOKEN. This is highly valuable for our clients. Our Legal Experts assist
you throughout your investment process making it easier, more
convenient and cheaper. Customers will be able to pay in crypto at
most Real Estate Agents in Thailand with the expansion of our services
in near future.

The cryptocurrency
world has a total
$2,273,051,328,649 as per 1st of May, 2021.

market

cap

of

With the fiat cash market still more valuable and active. We aim at
connecting these two markets. Achieving an easier, faster, cheaper
system for everyone worldwide, with or without crypto. Send crypto
and receive cash payments or cash withdrawals worldwide.

Use WE to enjoy discounts over our POS terminal, with
crypto/cash transfers and with our investment/real
estate
partners worldwide. In the immediate future we are building our
own blockchain solution for instant free of charge international
payment solutions.
Our Blockchain solution will be driven by best-in-class technologies.
Bringing instant benefits for both buyers and sellers. Saving significant
amounts on their money transfer and trading fees. All thanks to our
visionary team, WE will be a high-utility token or better to say “THE
TOKEN OF THE FUTURE!“
With our help the Thai crypto-real estate market is evolving as one
of the biggest worldwide. Investors around the world love the idea
that they can “park” their crypto in real-estate investments when the
prices are high. With our legal support we help customers throughout
the whole process. Including receiving the TT3/FET to register a
Condominium in their name.

WANDA TOKEN PRICE

THE CURRENT
MARKET
DOMINANCE
OF WANDA
GROUP
USE OF OUR SERVICE / USERS

We partner with real estate developers, real estate agents and other
service providers. Helping them accept payments in Bitcoin while we
provide them fiat. With the increasing number of partners today we
have 100,000+ real estate deals available for sale in crypto. All of this
makes us a reliable partner for long-time relationships ensuring that
our token has a high-volume use case, which makes it a high-utility
token. It would be no injustice to claim that WE is the “TOKEN OF THE
FUTURE”. We are the only Crypto Payment Service Providers in the
market, already having a firm hold over it. This will enable us to
surpass our projected target of capturing 95% of the high-value
commodities market in the Crypto Payments Sector.
Having a high-priority focus on our token, we offer special discounts
and offers when people pay for these services with our WE TOKEN.

This makes WE a high-utility token that has an irreplaceable spot in
the future of cryptos. Currently we are the only ones specifically
serving the real estate and luxury markets throughout the world. We
have a gigantic market acquisition. All of this makes us a reliable and
highly stable token with the potential to provide exponential profits.

We offer the service of accepting
Crypto and getting paid in Thai Baht.
Which is the first of its kind,
revolutionizing the way people
perceive cryptocurrencies.
We allow the customers to swap their
crypto into properties all
over
Thailand with the best returns.

We provide the legal guidance
required while following all the
regulations of the local laws.

Further reasons for high success of our token are that the
decentralized cryptos provide highly confidential transactions. Where
only the two parties are aware of what is transfering without
government interference. Making cryptos the best medium for large
scale investors and businessmen to make transactions while keeping
their data completely private.
According to a recent survey 67% of all large-scale investors look to
crypto as the safe means of protecting of their data. This increases the
crypto market share of the total payments to 25% by 2027. With us
being the only utility token specifically designed to serve the purpose of
large-scale transactions. We will be the first choice of such traders!
Investing in our token will prove to be one of the best investments of
your life!

WANDA
BLOCKCHAIN
PLATFORM

We plan to launch our own blockchain solution with integrated AI to
understand the market better and to get the best exchange rates for
our customers. Based on a newly developed consensus, we want to offer
the best rates for everyone. Helping our partners dominate their
respective industries. We help them increase their profit margins by
reducing their transaction fees and time, by large amounts.

OUR AIM IS TO OFFER
THE BEST RATES FOR EVERYONE
Accepting crypto payments helps our partners gain a global exposure,
by not limiting them to the Thai Market. Opening doors to Global
Expansion, which makes us a highly trusted and reliable company for
the long term in the Crypto Market.

We are currently working with several advisors to set up our own
blockchain for smart money transfer/withdrawals of the future. Our
integrated AI will detect if a payment should be sold immediately or
wait for a few minutes to be converted, guaranteeing the best rates
for customers.
After all BEP-20 Tokens are issued, we will switch to our own AI
blockchain solution, which will then already be “trained” to
participate in the worldwide money transfer market.

BUYER

Decentralized Currency that you can cash out as you wish in any part of this world
without the headache of currency exchanges.

Highly Scalable

AI Tech Ensures High
Profits

Global Exposure To Sellers Located anywhere in the world!

SELLER

Cheaper and Faster
Finance

WANDA
NON-PROFIT
FOUNDATION

The Wanda Non-Profit Foundation is a voluntary project of Wanda to
support the local community. The driving principle of the company is
“Helping People Live a Better Life”, we always aim at giving back as
much as we can to society.
We support orphanages and give scholarships to people that can´t
afford education. We help the local community with educational
services and internet connection in poor villages.

HELPING PEOPLE LIVE A
BETTER LIFE
The Wanda Non-Profit Foundation will receive a share of all newly
issued tokens, going directly to the Foundation.This will support local
authorities in distributing the funds to people that really need it. This
helps to raise the under privileged section of society, helping our
cause of bringing a state of equality and mutual coexistence.

Allow all merchants to accept crypto
without blockchain fees

I
BRING
CRYPTO
PAY M E N T S
MAINSTREAM WORLDWIDE

Offering
the universal
crypto/cash
exchange services to our clients all over the
world. No matter where you are or where
you want to send money, send WE TOKEN
and pick-up cash

LET

MORE PEOPLE
JOIN
CRYPTO ECOSYSTEM

THE

Transforming the world into a GLOBAL
VILLAGE
where anyone can
trade
with anyone worldwide without any
centralized agency involved

WE CONNECT PEOPLE
We connect
traditional
finance
with cryptocurrency & people holding
crypto to people without crypto.

We make it possible for everyone to
participate
in the modern business
world. Giving global exposure to Local Thai
Business.
Make payments more efficient with
our driven smart-blockchains
which
will enable both buyers and sellers to
benefit by selecting the best exchanges and
timing to sell our token.

Wanda has been making breakthroughs since
it was announced and has taken the market
by storm.
Here is significant insight into our
roadmap which will allow you to
understand how we have carried out our
business so far andour future plans

Setup of liquidity application for
customers with connection to
verification services and our exchange
for B2C. Also finalizing B2B part with
POS and our application for merchants
to have an overview about expenses and
incomes when partnering with
Wanda.Exchange

Acquiring new partnerships in
different sectors

Launch of Wanda POS
with first transactions in
Q1/2021.

Setting up new partnerships
with ATM companies to
upscale the upcoming
number of pick up points for
the WE ecosystem

Q1/2022

Q3/2021

Q2/2021

We aim for 5.000 cash pick up
points systems, which will be a
big step towards global
exploration

Q4/2021

Q1/2023

Q3/2022

Q2/2022

Launch of Wanda.Exchange
debit cards - initially offered as
virtual debit cards, later also as
normal debit cards

Q4/2022

Q3/2023

In early Q3 the first cash pick
up points, are ready to use. We
expect to have around 500
points within end of this
quarter

The launch of WE TOKEN

Setup of new DEX/CEX Hybrid
Exchange to allow people easy
on-and offramp from Cash to
Crypto and vice versa

Q4/2023

We aim at expanding
OUR BUSINESS TO THE
CONTINENTS
of The Americas, Africa and
Oceania, in progressive stages

We aim at achieving the target
of 200,000 POS and Exchange
systems worldwide while
targeting the global market
with our own blockchain
solution

PAY ME N T S

OVER

PO S

In our system, payments are always done in the local currency.
Our POS terminal automatically converts the crypto into the
desired fiat.
Customer is charged in crypto but the merchant is always paid in
FIAT. The system can be easily connected to every crypto exchange
worldwide and is currently in patent process.

F IR S T L EG A L
C R Y PTO - TO - C A S H
S E R V IC E PR O VI DE R
By combining traditional currency exchanges with crypto, we are
making it easier for all travellers to handle their money.
Keep your coins in crypto. Cash it out into the local currency if you
want. No need for Western Union!

WE CONNECT

PE O PL E

We connect people without knowledge of crypto, to the people
that are willing to spend their crypto in exchange for goods and
services.
You can even send crypto to your friends or family in other
countries and they will be able to pick up cash at a nearby
currency exchange!

PAY BIT C O IN .I N .T H P
L AT F O R M
With our platform we are able to show our worldwide
audience the places where they can use crypto for payments or cash
withdrawals.
We make life easier – come to Thailand and enjoy life with your
crypto!

I N C R E AS E B R AN D AWA R EN ES S
Wanda is currently developing a loyal customer base in Thailand
before going for global expansion.
We are ensuring that we market the user and their products in
the best possible way. We are awarding
discounts and
commissions to our clients and WE users. Merchants will
always be paid in their local currency within maximum 2 hours
directly to their bank account.

INT E R NA L
WA L L E T S O LU T I O N
With our internal wallet solution customers are able to pay in every
cryptocurrency without blockchain fees.
Our solution is making even small volume payments possible to
handle for everyone without blockchain fees instantly!

OUR
TIMELINE
AND
PROGRESS
To ensure the stability and endurance of our
token in the future. Making sure that it
generates handsome profits for our investors.
We have developed a timeline for the release
of our WE Token and all associated processes
that will be carried out with the successful
launch of the product to market.
Our coin release timeline is as follows:

Wanda.Exchange

30%

Within 60 months

Team

5%

Within 60 months

Marketing

7%

Within 60 months

Advisors

5%

Within 60 months

Private Sale

6%

Instantly after sales

Launchpad Sale

10%

3 options (6-12 m/gap)

Airdrop

1%

Within 36 months

Staking rewards

11%

Within 60 months

Business operations

10%

Within 60 months

Liquidity

10%

Instant

Non-Profit Foundation

5%

Within 60 months

Thailand is one of the fastest growing markets for cryptocurrencies
over the last few years. The country has witnessed a massive
upsurge in the crypto trade in 2021.

MARKET
ANALYSIS
CRYPTO TRADE IN 2021

The total trading turnover in Thailand, which includes the local licensed
crypto exchanges, was recorded as 124 billion baht ($3.96 billion) in
February 2021. That number was recorded at 18 billion baht in
November as per the data from the Thai SEC.
While other markets have undergone a recession due to the global
pandemic. The crypto market has grown by leaps and bounds due to
a surge in the number of young investors.

THE COIN RELEASE
INTERVAL
AS PER THE LAUNCH PLAN

40%
1st year

25%
1st year

35%

25%

2nd year

3rd year

22,5%
2nd year

20%

17,5%

15%

3rd year

4th year

5th year

